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Background: Sudden death is a rare but real threat to hospital-based physicians and surgeons. The association between sudden death and blood pressure (BP) fluctuations in healthcare providers has not been documented. We hypothesized that work-shift loading may lead to variable BP surges in hospital-based healthcare staff, which might contribute to their development of cardiovascular disease.

Methods: Our intention is to ask 150 healthcare staff (doctors, medical technicians, and nurses) working in the coronary catheterization lab, intensive care unit, and the medical wards, respectively, to volunteer for the study. Their changes in BP would automatically be recorded every 60 minutes on an ambulatory BP monitoring machine for 24 hours during a normal workday. All events and activities would be recorded in a diary, which would allow us to coordinate BP changes with the work being done during the shift. All cardiovascular outcomes would be followed-up for a five-year duration.

Conclusions: We herein report the rationale and design of this first multicenter trial in Taiwan to explore the BP behavior associated with long work shifts in healthy hospital-based healthcare providers.
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INTRODUCTION

While rare, sudden death on the job for healthcare workers is not unheard of, who most often succumb to cardiovascular disease (CVD). In addition to traditional risk factors documented for sudden cardiac death, only observational studies have been done for occupational risk factors, such as shift work. Shift work refers to work patterns that extend beyond the conventional 8-hour work day and that potentially disrupt workers' normal biological or social diurnal rhythms, or both.1 Several studies have reported the adverse impacts of shift work on health. A meta-analysis2 of 17 studies showed a 40% higher relative risk of CVD both in male and female shift workers than in more traditional 8 ante meridiem (a.m.) -5 post meridiem (p.m.) daytime workers. The number of years rotating night shifts worked by American nurses was associated with an increase in the risk of developing CVD.1 This link has been increasingly highlighted most recently because shift work is common in several services, especially healthcare and other public-service systems.

Moreover, shift workers comprise a substantial segment of the working population.3 One of the associated health problems experienced by healthcare staffers is a
rise in blood pressure (BP) during night work, which is a recognized occupational risk factor for CVD. 

Plausible explanations for this include partial adjustments of the circadian rhythms of arterial BP and modifications of sympathetic nervous system responses. In the case of shift workers, this can turn into insufficient nocturnal decreases in BP and relative increases during a sleep period after night shifts compared with daytime workers, who sleep at night. This “non-dipper” status, nevertheless, may be reversible after a day off.  

Another notable observation is the elevated risk of developing hypertension. Furthermore, the relationships between elevated BP, metabolic syndrome, and shift workers have been disclosed by other studies. Therefore, we hypothesized that increased BP variability during shift work is pivotal in the future occurrence of CVD.

Despite being caretakers of the larger public’s well-being, the health and well-being of shift-working healthcare providers are routinely neglected. In Taiwan, these healthcare providers work overtime in a highly demanding environment and have a high burnout rate. Hence, we focused on this population in our study. We investigated the hypothesis that shift work contributes to increased BP variability in BP, which translates into a higher risk for CVD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Trial design and objectives

The AMBITIOUS trial is a prospective, multicenter, observational, nonblinded trial that will be conducted using the healthcare staffs of six medical centers or regional hospitals in Taiwan. Its primary objective is to evaluate the effect of shift work on BP variability. The secondary objective is to test whether increased BP variability correlates with a higher incidence of CVD after long-term follow-up.

Selection and description of candidates

We plan to recruit 150 healthy healthcare workers from the catheterization laboratories, medical intensive care units, and medical wards in 6 hospitals. The included cardiovascular doctors and technicians working in the catheterization laboratories will be required to take part in providing emergency coronary or endovascular interventions during overnight duties. The doctors in the intensive care units work either only during the daytime or only during the night shift (from 6 p.m. to 8 a.m.). Medical doctors in the wards are in their first, second, or third year of medical residency and work night shifts for 7 to 8 days per month on average. The exclusion criteria are: (1) the presence of hypertension or taking an antihypertensive medication, (2) a history of structural heart disease, (3) a history of congenital heart disease, (4) the presence of acute illness, and (5) unwillingness to participate. The baseline characteristics, personal habits, and medication use at the start of participant enrollment will be recorded, as will the participants’ medical histories and their family members’ medical histories. BP measurement in all patients will follow the European Society of Cardiology recommendations. Baseline information will be recorded from renal and liver function tests, lipid profile analyses, and blood sugar tests. The research ethics committee of our hospital has approved the study, and informed consent will be obtained from all participants.

BP monitoring and device description

An ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) device (WatchBP Office; Microlife AG, Widnau, Switzerland), which measures BP using oscillometry and has been clinically validated, will be used in our study. The device will be programmed to measure BP every 30 minutes from 7 a.m. until 10 p.m., and every 60 minutes from 10 p.m. until 7 a.m. The device will also be worn from 8 a.m. on a non-duty day (day 1) until 8 a.m. the next morning (day 2) (at least 48 hours apart from the last duty day), and from 8 a.m. (day 1) to 5 p.m. (day 2) on a duty day. To be considered satisfactory, an ABPM must provide at least 18 hours of readings during a non-duty day and 24 hours of readings during a duty day, with no more than a 2-hour interruption.

Study flow and procedures

The flow chart of the study is shown in Figure 1. After providing written informed consent, candidates meeting the eligibility criteria will be enrolled from February 2014. Non-duty and on-duty day ABPM recordings from each candidate will include systolic BP (SBP), diastolic BP (DBP), and heart rate. On-duty diaries will be required. They will include the duration of duty, meal times, sleeping hours, any symptoms of illness,
and whether an urgent task will be performed while on duty. Optional blood tests and urinary studies will be done before and after the ABPM recordings, if our participants agree before meals.

Follow up and interhospital coordination
The participants will be followed-up for at least 5 years. Any cardiovascular events and a new diagnosis of hypertension during the follow-up period will be recorded by telephone contact. The chief of the study coordinators is responsible for the organization of the study and for conducting a monthly meeting. The committee will be comprised of physicians with expertise in general cardiology and hypertension.

Data definition of ambulatory BP
The sleeping and waking periods will be based on the participants’ diaries. The recordings of SBP, DBP, and pulse pressure, during both waking and sleeping hours, after which the information will be analyzed. The nocturnal fall of SBP and DBP will also be analyzed. Abnormal SBP and DBP values for 24 hours, the waking period, and the sleeping period will be > 130/80 mm Hg, > 135/85 mm Hg, and > 120/70 mm Hg, respectively.5,15,17,18

Estimation of study sample size
Our case number was estimated based on one previous clinical study analyzing 10,538 subjects (age 54.4 ± 14.5, 47% males) referred for assessment of their hypertension between 1982 and 2002 in Dublin, Ireland, with 24 hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring of adequate quality obtained off treatment.18 The average follow-up period was 5.8 years. Twenty-four hour blood pressure standard deviation values showed an inverse relationship with cardiovascular (CV) mortality (β = 0.024, Z = 3.22, p = 0.03). The prevalence rate of primary endpoints, such as CV or non-CV death, was 839/10499 = 8% (0.08). If we calculated the estimated sample size in our current study: size number will be (Z^2 * P * (1 − P))/d^2). At the same time, due to limited study resources in this multicenter clinical trial, d was suggested to use as 10% (0.1). Finally, under a designated 5 year follow-up, the es-
timed sample size will be $3.22 \times 3.22 \times 0.08 \times 0.92 \times 100 = 76$. We thus set the sample size as 150 for all and 50 for individual group in this relatively pilot study.

Statistical analysis

An independent, blinded research team will perform data management. If the coefficient of variation remains correlated with mean BP, a transformation, defined as the variation independent of the mean (VIM), will be derived using the formula \[\text{VIM} = \frac{\text{standard deviation (SD)}}{\text{mean}} \times x\], with $x$ estimated from the curve fitting.\(^{17,18}\) Within-individual variability in SBP, DBP, and pulse pressure will be expressed as the SD and coefficient of variation (SD/mean) of readings taken over the total duration of monitoring. First, we will use average successive variability (ASV, the average absolute difference between successive values), which is affected less by trends. Second, variability over and above any linear time-trend in BP will be calculated with the residual SD: the square root of the total squared deviation of data points from a linear regression of BP values against time, divided by $(n/2)$, where $n$ is the number of readings.\(^{17,18}\)

Analyses will also be done based on whether or not the participant was on duty. We also plan to assess the mean BP and variability in both conditions. Analysis will be stratified by daytime versus nighttime; the morning surge (highest SBP from 0900 hour to 1100 hour minus the lowest from 0600 hour to 0800 hour) will also be calculated. Furthermore, to establish to what extent differences in mean BP and variability account for the effect of duty events on BP change, duty events will also be recorded in the diary. Apart from “shift work”, several other predictors may affect the BP variability. The association of these BP variability variables with cardiovascular outcomes will be assessed in Cox regression models adjusted for age, sex, BMI, smoking status, diabetes, previous cardiovascular disease, and 24-hour systolic or diastolic BP values.

The baseline health backgrounds of study participants will be compared using $\chi^2$ analysis. Independent-samples t-tests will be used to compare mean values of parametric continuous variables (expressed as mean ± SD). For nonparametric analysis, we will use Mann-Whitney U tests to evaluate the difference in levels between groups. All reported $p$-values will be 2-sided, and significance will be set at $p < 0.05$. SPSS for Windows version 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) will be used for all statistical analyses.

DISCUSSION

This report describes the rationale and design of the first multicenter trial in Taiwan to test the hypothesis that nocturnal work shifts have a negative effect on health because they increase BP variability, which can lead to an increase in CVD risks.

The exact mechanisms that link shift work and greater cardiovascular mortality remain unclear. Multiple biological, social, and behavioral factors appear to be responsible, however.\(^{6}\) One generally accepted mechanism is adaptive alterations by the autonomic nervous system, i.e., changes in circadian rhythm, BP, and heart rate.\(^{19,20}\) For example, several epidemiology observational studies report non-dipping of nocturnal BP during night work in healthy individuals\(^{17,18}\) and a higher SBP following the duty day, which is probably related to an elevated tone in the sympathetic nervous system, to behavioral factors associated with stress management, or to both.\(^{7,19,20}\)

In this study, we will survey a younger population of healthcare workers in Taiwan, none of whom have obvious cardiovascular disease or risk factors. They are all clinical staff and are required to work extended hours and to share night duties. Given the unique characteristics of Taiwan’s healthcare employees, and the lack of local epidemiologic data, it is important to explore the effects of shift work load as an occupational risk factor for CVD. Therefore, we designed this study to investigate the interplay between different types of shift-work loadings and alterations of BP. Our findings should provide valuable local epidemiological data to increase our understanding of this potential hazard. It will also help us identify whether shift work imposes a high risk of developing hypertension, which staff populations are most at risk, and which aspects of shift work are the culprits. This kind of information will help promote occupational health; this has been an issue ignored for a long time in Taiwan, and will benefit future working-hour and shift-work-frequency policies.

In conclusion, by investigating the correlation of shift work with a higher variability in and a greater incidence of CVD in Taiwan’s healthcare workers, the present study will help healthcare employers recognize
and eliminate the causes of occupationally induced hyper-tension and related CVD.
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